SERVICE BULLETIN No. 2/04/2004

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PACKING AND USE OF THE MarS I PANEL WITH A HARNESS
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MarS I PANEL WITH A HARNESS
(OP – 087)
Number P – 001 – 01

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING PARACHUTE PANEL
STUDENT 01
PACKING AND USE INSTRUCTIONS
Number P – 004 – 01

1. APPLIES TO: The text of the above-referenced documents will be complemented with a chapter entitled Removal of Impurities, Washing and Cleaning.

2. REASON: It occurred during the operation of sport parachutes that their users washed them or their parts with subsequently aftermaths (spots of different colors, the bleeding of the base material’s color into the top material’s color, etc.). This gave rise to a requirement to notify the users and buyers of sport parachutes and their accessories of how to clean parachute equipment, which detergents may not be used, and what are the consequences of the failure to follow the manufacturer’s advice.

3. MEASURES: To issue new updated copies:
Technical description of the training parachute STUDENT 01, Packing and use instructions No. P – 004 – 01, 2nd edition, whose text will be complemented with a chapter entitled Removal of Impurities, Washing and Cleaning.
New products will be released with updated documentation.
The service bulletin with an enclosure entitled Removal of Impurities, Washing and Cleaning will be mailed to aero clubs, users and AeK ČR.

The holders and users of the original copies of the above-mentioned documentation will complement their existing documentation with the new chapter. This addition will be recorded in the List of Changes table.

5. COST TO BE COVERED:

The costs connected with the publishing of document and their mailing to users shall be borne by the manufacturer.

6. REQUIRED MATERIAL:

Updated documents will be secured and supplied by the manufacturer.

7. SEQUENCE OF PROCEDURES: See section No. 3.


9. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko, on April 1, 2004

Ing. Jaroslav Sedlák – Technical Department Manager
MarS a.s. Jevíčko

Stamp and signature: